The EMA and the English Department present the 2016 English Department Undergraduate Conference
Monday, May 16th in HIB 135

11:00-12:00: Double Consciousness and Symbolic Action
Rosanne Stern
“Life in Translation: Using Talk-Stories to Traverse Between Worlds”
Rachael Heinsen
“The Sound and the Fury: Examining Failed Performative Utterances”
William Britton-Minney
“W.E.B. DuBois and Jean Toomer”

12:00-1:00: Lunch in HIB 134

1:00-2:00: Repetition and Revolution
Cassandra Vick
“The Silent Treatment: An Exploration of Empty Spaces in Reading in the Dark”
Karen Siu
“Mimetic Art and Disenchantment in Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound”
Jazley Sendaja,
“The Ladies’ Dressing Room: The Male Gaze in Women’s Private Space”

2:00-3:00: The Spatial Imaginary
Leslie Le
“Humoring a Religion of the Senses: Leaning on the Tight Rope”
Isis Huang
“A Wordless Story Told by the Sun Fort: The Transmission of Vocal Information through Spatial Acoustics”
Jessica Bond
“A Non-invasive Anatomy of Alice”